**Bluetooth Mobile Mouse 3600**

### Name Information
- **Product Name**: Microsoft® Bluetooth Mobile Mouse 3600
- **Mouse Name**: Bluetooth Mobile Mouse 3600

### Product Dimensions
- **Mouse Length**: 5.75 inches (95.3 millimeters)
- **Mouse Width**: 2.24 inches (56.9 millimeters)
- **Mouse Depth/Height**: 1.59 inches (40.4 millimeters)
- **Mouse Weight**: 2.22 ounces (63.0 grams) not including 1 AA alkaline battery; typical battery weight may vary

### Connectivity and Localization
- **Interface**: Bluetooth® 4.0 / 4.1 (Bluetooth Low Energy)
- **Operating Systems**
  - Microsoft Windows® 10 / 8.1 / 8
  - Mac OS X v10.9.3 / 10.10.4
- **Android v5.0**
  - **Customizable features available for Windows**
  - Requires Mouse and Keyboard Center software installed on a PC that meets the requirements and has one of these operating systems:
    - Windows 10 / 8.1 / 8
    - 150 MB of available hard disk space
    - You must accept License Terms for software download at microsoft.com/hardware/downloads. Broadband required. Added charges may apply.

### Bluetooth Profile Support
- **Windows Certification Kit**
- **Agency and Regulatory Marks**
  - **ID**: 1730, Bluetooth® Mobile Mouse 3600
  - **FCC ID**: C3K1730. IC ID 3048A-1730

### Power Requirements
- **Battery Type and Quantity**: 1 AA alkaline battery (included)
- **Battery Life**: 12 months typical

### Certification Information
- **ISO 9001 Qualified Manufacturer**: People's Republic of China (PRC)
- **ISO 14001 Qualified Manufacturer**: Yes
- **Restriction on Hazardous Substances**
  - This device complies with all applicable worldwide regulations and restrictions including, but not limited to: EU directive 2011/65/EU on the Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment and EU Registration Evaluation and Authorization of Chemicals (REACH) regulation regarding Substances of Very High Concern.

### Wireless Technology
- **Wireless Platform**: Bluetooth Low Energy
- **Wireless Frequency**: 2.4 GHz frequency range
- **Wireless Range**: 33 feet (10 meters) in open air. up to 16 feet (5 meters) in office environment typical
- **Bladeless Profile Support**: HID Over Gatt Profile (HIDP)

### Product Feature Performance
- **Mouse Button Features**: 3 buttons and tilt wheel button
- **Right & Left Button Life**: 3,000,000 actuations at no more than 2.5 actuations per second
- **Mouse Scrolling Features**: Horizontal and vertical tilt scrolling
- **Wheel Vertical Scrolling Life**: 300,000 rotations backwards, 100,000 rotations forwards
- **Storage Temperature & Humidity**: 32°F (0 °C) to 113°F (45 °C) at ≤5% to 85% relative humidity (non-condensing)

### Operating Temperature & Humidity
- 32°F (0 °C) to 104°F (40 °C) at ≤5% to 80% relative humidity (non-condensing)

### Agency and Regulatory Marks
- **ACMA Declaration of Conformity (Australia and New Zealand)**
- **DULF Certificate (Bahrain)**
- **ANATEL Certificate (Brazil)**
- **IC ID, Certificate of Acceptance (Canada)**
- **SUBTEL Certificate (Chile)**
- **CMIT Certificate (China)**
- **EIP Pollution Control Mark, EUP (China)**
- **SUTEL Certificate (Costa Rica)**
- **RTT&E Declaration of Conformity, Safety and EMC (European Union)**
- **WSEE (European Union)**
- **NTRA Certificate (Egypt)**
- **ETA Certificate (India)**
- **POSTEL Certificate (Indonesia)**
- **MIC Certificate (Israel)**
- **TELEC and VCCI Certificates (Japan)**
- **TRC Certificate (Jordan)**
- **CAG Certificate (Kenya)**
- **MSIP Certificate (Korea)**
- **MOE Certificate (Kuwait)**
- **MOT Certificate (Lebanon)**
- **SIKIM Certificate (Malaysia)**
- **ICTA Certificate (Mauritius)**
- **IPTEL Certificate (Mexico)**
- **ANRT Certificate (Morocco)**
- **NCC Certificate (Nigeria)**
- **TRA Certificate (Oman)**
- **PTA Certificate (Pakistan)**
- **ASEP Certificate (Panama)**
- **MTC Certificate (Peru)**
- **ICT Certificate (Qatar)**
- **EAC and FAC Certificates (Russia)**
- **CITC Certificate (Saudi Arabia)**
- **RATEL Certificate (Serbia)**
- **DA Certificate (Singapore)**
- **ICASA Certificate (South Africa)**
- **NCC and BSMI Certificates (Taiwan)**
- **SDSC Certificate (Thailand)**
- **CERT Certificate (Turkey)**
- **UNIERT Certificate (Ukraine)**
- **TRA Certificate (United Arab Emirates)**
- **FCC Grant (United States)**
- **URSEC Certificate (Uruguay)**

### Warranty
- **3 years**

### Windows Certification Kit (WCK)
- **ID**: 1745750 (32-bit) and 1745751 (64-bit) Microsoft Windows 10
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